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On the Spectrum of a Complete Multipartite Graph 
FRIEDRICH ESSER* AND FRANK HARARY 
The spectrum S(G) of a graph G is defined as the sequence of eigenvalues of its adjacency 
matrix. The spectrum of a complete multipartite graph K has several remarkable properties. John 
Smith has shown that a graph has exactly one positive eigenvalue if and only if the non-isolated 
points form a complete multipartite graph. We now prove several additional properties of S(K). In 
the Interlacing Theorem for complete multipartite graphs K = K(pl> P2, ... , Pn) where the parts Pi 
are non-decreasing, we show that the n -1 negative eigenvalues in S(K) are respectively bounded 
by -Pi and -Pi+l' We then find that no complete multipartite graph has a cospectral mate, amongst 
the complete multipartite graphs, a fact which enables us to establish a linear order, based on the 
value of A I> among all K with P points and n parts. The minimal and maximal K in this ordering are 
seen to be respectively the complete multipartite graph in which all but one part is 1, and the graph 
in which the parts form an equipartition of p. We conclude with a criterion for K to have an integral 
spectrum. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A consideration of the spectrum of a complete multipartite graph is motivated by some 
remarkable properties of this graph which are strongly related to its special structure. For 
the sake of completeness we first recall some basic definitions. 
The join G I + G 2 of two graphs G I and G 2 having disjoint point sets VI and V 2 , consists 
of G I and G2 and all lines joining VI and V 2 • The complement of G is written G and Kp 
denotes the complete graph with p points. In these terms, the complete n-partite graph 
K(Ph ... , Pn) is defined as the iterated join Kpl + KP2 + ... + Kpo of the totally dis-
connected graphs K pi, and has p = L Pi points. For brevity we will write this graph K (Pi) 
and sometimes only K. In the following, the partition numbers Pi of K(p;) are always 
arranged in non-decreasing order PI ~ P2 ~ ... ~ Pn. In general we follow the graph 
theoretic terminology and notation of [1]. 
The adjacency matrix A(G) of a labelled graph G with p points is the p x p matrix [aij] 
with aij = 1 if Vi is adjacent to Vb and ° otherwise. The characteristic polynomial of A(G), 
written 
P 
cP(G) = cP(G; x) = det(xI - A) = L aix p- i , (1) 
i=O 
is uniquely determined by G. Since A is symmetric, its eigenvalues, the roots of cP( G) = 0, 
must be real, and are usually ordered AI~A2~" ·~Ap. The spectrum S(G) is the 
sequence (AI, ... ,Ap). If it is an integer sequence we call G integral as in [2]. From the 
Perron-Frobenius Theory [5], it follows that for an irreducible non-negative symmetric 
matrix A, Al is a simple positive eigenvalue so that Al > A2, and Al ~ IApl. For this reason Al 
is called the spectral radius. The only possible positive eigenvector belongs to A I, whereas 
any other eigenvector is not non-negative. Two graphs are called cospectral if they are not 
isomorphic and have the same spectrum. 
Smith [4] showed that a graph G has A 1 as the only positive eigenvalue if and only if its 
non-isolated points induce a complete multipartite graph. The coefficients ai of the 
characteristic polynomial of K(Pi) are given in [3], where it is mentioned that these were 
calculated by M. D. Plummer. 
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Our purpose is to study in detail the relations between the partition numbers Pi and the 
eigenvalues of K(Pi). Furthermore we show that (a) Every complete multipartite graph 
has no cospectral mate amongst the complete multipartite graphs, (b) Every graph in 
JC(p; n), the set of all n-partite graphs with P points, is determined uniquely by its spectral 
radius. Obviously this implies a complete ordering in JC(p; n). Thus we can specify the 
maximal and the minimal elements in JC(p; n). We conclude with a consideration of 
integral complete multipartite graphs. 
2. THE SPECTRUM OF K(Pi) 
The main theorem in this section is a consequence of the two leading lemmas in which 
general properties of the eigenvalues, their related eigenvectors, and two forms of the 
characteristic polynomial of K(Pi) are developed. 
The structure of an n-partite graph K(Pi) suggests a convenient labelling of its points 
such that its adjacency matrix A is written in the form 
(2) 
Except for the n square zero-submatrices Oi of order Pi, the matrix A consists entirely of 
ones. For any real number y, we can form the n x n matrix Ty = [tiJ using the n partition 
numbers Pi as follows, see (3). Define the diagonal entries of Ty by tii = y, and the others by 
tij = -Pj. 
-pn] 
-P  
y -Pn 
-Pn-l Y 
(3) 
Let A be any eigenvalue of A. If A ,e 0, the coordinates of an eigenvector a of A can be 
partitioned into n consecutive Pi-subvectors aU) such that a = (a(1), ... , a(n)). If A = 0, 
and y is an eigenvector of A we can similarly write y = (y(1), ... , y(n)). 
LEMMA 1. For an eigenvalue A of a complete n-partite graph K(Pi) the following 
statements hold. 
(a) If A = 0, then fori = 1, ... , n the sum of the coordinates of each Pi-subvectoryU) of an 
eigenvector y is zero. 
(b) If A ,e 0, then fori = 1, ... , n, all Pi-subvectors aU) of an eigenvector a have the form 
aU) = (ai, ... , ai), and for the n-vector u = (at. ... , an) the equation TAU = 0 is 
satisfied. 
(c) If A ,e 0, then for i, j = 1, ... , n the equations A (ai - aJ = pjaj - Piai hold. 
PROOF. First we prove (b) and (c). Let the adjacency matrix A be of the form (2). 
For A¥-O and a corresponding eigenvector a = (a~, ... , a~) the characteristic equation 
Aa = Aa implies 
P 
Aa= L ale fori=1,···,Pl. (4) 
k=Pl+ 1 
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Thus we get al = a; = a~ = . . . = a~1 or a(1) = (ah . .. , al). Applying analogous equa-
tions to the coordinates of each a (i), we get for i = 2, ... ,n the subvectors a (i) = 
(ai, ... , a;). Therefore a can be written in the form 
From (4) and (5) we easily obtain the following n equations. 
n 
Aa/L = L Pkak for JL = 1, ... , n. 
k=l 
b'/L 
(5) 
(6) 
For a = (ah . .. ,an) these equations can be written as T" . a = O. By subtracting Equati0t:\ 
(6) for JL = j from (6) for JL = i, we establish (c). 
Now let A = 0, and let y = (y(1), ... , y(n» be a corresponding eigenvector. For the 
sums of the coordinates of the pi-subvector y(;) we write Si. Then from the characteristic 
equation A y = 0 we obtain for i, j = 1, ... , n the equations 
This implies 
which establishes (a). 
n n 
L Sk = L Sk = 0, and therefore Si = Sj. 
k = 1 k = 1 
b'i k"j 
n 
L Sk = (n -1)Si = 0 for i = 1, ... ,n 
k=l 
k" i 
The elementary symmetric functions U'i of Ph ... ,Pn are defined for i = 1, ... , n by 
U'i(Ph ... ,Pn) = L PSI' .. PSI' (7) 
with the summation on 1,:;; SI < S2 < ... < Si':;; n; and U'O(Ph ... ,Pn) = 1. 
LEMMA 2. For a complete n-partite graph K, the characteristic polynomial tP(K) is given 
by 
(a) 
(b) 
tP(K) = XP-"L~1 (x + Pi) - Jl Pi j~l (x + pJ] , 
j"l 
n 
tP(K) = x p - n L (1- i)U'i(Ph ... ,Pn)X n - i. 
i=O 
PROOF. Let A(K) again have the form (2). Obviously rank (A) = n. Therefore the 
characteristic polynomial tP(K) contains a factor xp-n. From Lemma 1(b) we obtain 
tP(K) = det(xI - A) = x p - n det(Tx) 
The calculation of det(Tx) yields 
[
1 PI 
det(T.} = det ! pnl [1 =det ~ PI X+PI 
o 
(8) 
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The expansion of the right determinant in (8) by the first row is just the formula (a). As we 
mentioned above, the formula (b) is already known (see [3]), and for this reason we only 
note that (a) implies (b) by induction. 
In the following, superscripts will be used to designate the multiplicity of a number, thus 
p7; means Pi, ... ,Pi (ni times). If there is any change of confusion with the power, we shall 
enclose the superscripts in parentheses. 
A non-decreasing sequence Ph ... ,Pn which contains t different numbers· PI = iit < 
... < PI can be written in the form p~l, ... ,p7' where L ni = n. Hence an n-partite graph K 
can be either written as K = K (Pi) or K = K (p7;) = K(p~" ... ,p7'). In the last case the 
number of points of K is calculated by P = L niPi. For example K(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,4) is 
written more briefly as K (1 6 , 4). In the proof of the next result, we will require the function 
4J*(x) defined by the equation 
4J*(x) = ± niP~. 
1 X +Pi 
(9) 
THEOREM 1 (INTERLACING THEOREM FOR COMPLETE MULTIPARTITE 
GRAPHS). The n -1 negative eigenvalues Ap- n +h ... , Ap of a complete n-partite graph 
K(Pi) with n partition numbers Pi and t distinct partition numbers Pi satisfy the inequalities 
(a) PI";;; -Ap- n+2";;; P2";;; -Ap- n+3";;; P3";;;' .. ,,;;; Pn-l ,,;;; -Ap";;; Pn. 
Moreover for t -1 of the negative eigenvalues A r (i = 2, ... , t), the strict inequalities 
(b) PI <-Af <P2 < -A~ < ... <PI-l < -A1 <PI 
hold, and together with A 1 they are the roots of the equation 
(c) 1- ± niP~ =0. 
i=I X +Pi 
PROOF. Applying Lemma 2(a), the characteristic equation of K = K (p7;) is of the 
form: 
4J(K) = x p- n n (x + p;)n; - L niP~ n (x + pj r i [ It - I ] i=1 i=1 X + Pi j=1 (10) 
Obviously the right side of (10) contains the factors (x + Pir;-1 for i = 1, ... , t, and a 
remaining factor 
tIt 
n (X+Pi)- L niPi n (x+Pj)· 
i=1 i=1 j=1 jofi 
The roots from this last factor are obviously different from -Pi for i = 1, ... , t, as they have 
already been factored out. Hence we can divide it by n;=l (x +Pi) without changing its 
roots, and obtain the left side of (c). The spectrum S(K) therefore consists of the 
eigenvalues Op-n, _p~l-t, ... , -p7'-t,and the roots of 1- 4J*(x) = O. The well-known 
function 4J*(x) of (9) is illustrated in Figure 1 (see also [6, p. 96]). 
The intersection of 4J*(x) with the constant function y = 1 are the roots of equation (c) 
which establishes (b). 
COROLLARY 1. The spectral radius A 1 of K (Pi) satisfies the inequalities P - Pn ,,;;; A 1 ,,;;; 
P-Pl' 
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PROOF. The statement follows directly from Theorem 1 and the equation L~ Ai = O. 
EXAMPLE 1. By Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 the eigenvalues of K(1 6 , 4) are 6 <Ai < 9, 
03 , _1 5 and -4 < A 10 < -1. From 
6 4 0= 1-cP*(A) = 1-----
A + 1 A +4 
we calculate Ai = 8 and AlO = -3. Thus K(1 6 , 4) is an integral graph. 
THEOREM 2. No complete multipartite graph G has a cospectral mate with no isolated 
points. 
PROOF. By Smith's Theorem [4] any cospectral mate of G must be either a complete 
multipartite graph or is the union of such a graph with some isolated points. Assume that 
K (Pi) and K (p 1) are two non -isomorphic cospectral complete multipartite graphs. Hence 
they have the same number of points L Pi = L p1. As their characteristic polynomials must 
be equal, Lemma 2(b) implies that they have the same elementary symmetric functions 
U"i = aJ(1- i) for i = 2, ... , n, and moreover the same U"1 as U"1 = L Pi = L p1. But on the 
other hand the n symmetric functions U"i determine precisely the sequence of n integer 
numbers belonging to them. This contradicts the assumption. 
As an instant consequence of the statement of Theorem 2, we have the next result. 
COROLLARY 2. If two complete multipartite graphs are not isomorphic, then they are not 
cospectral. 
3. THE ORDERED SET J{(p; n). 
In this section we introduce an order relation by the spectral radius such that J{(p; n) is a 
completely ordered set. First we have to show that every graph in J{(p; n) is uniquely 
determined by its spectral radius. 
THEOREM 3. The spectral radii of two non-isomorphic complete n-partite graphs with the 
same number p of points are different. 
PROOF. Assume that there are two different graphs K = K (pJ and K* = K (pn in 
J{(p; n) which have the same spectral radius Ai. Their adjacency matrices A and A * are 
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written in the form (2). There exist simple positive eigenvectors {3 and (3* such that 
A{3 c=Atf3 and A*{3*c=Ad3*. By Lemma l(b) we obtain two n~vectors r3 =({31, ... ,(3n) 
and r3* c= ({3L ... , (3~) from {3 and (3*, and by Lemma l(c) the following equations for 
i, i c= 1, .•. , n are satisfied: 
We divide the first equation by {3i> the second by {3j, and then subtract the second from the 
first. This yields 
for i, i = 1, ... , n. 
We now sum these equations for i = 1, ... , n. As 
n " 
LPi=LPj =p, 
1 1 
we get 
( "1 "1) " 1 n 1 11.1 {3iL-{3 -{3tL f3* =pt{3tL f3 *-P;/3;L{3-1j 1j lj 1j 
for i == 1, ... , n. (11) 
To show that (11) contradicts the assumption we consider the three possible cases. 
Case 1. L 1/ {3j == L 1/ (3 j. Here we have 
Al{{3i-{3t) =pt{3t -pJ3j for i == 1, ... , n. (11') 
By the hypothesis that K and K* are different, there exists at least one k E {I, ... , n} with 
Pk ¥- pt. As both eigenvectors {3 and {3* are only determined up to a scalar factor and have 
non~zero coordinates, we can choose 13k = {3 t. Then considering (11') for i == k, we get a 
contradiction. 
By hypothesis that K ¥- K*, there exists at least one k E {I, ... , n} with Pk > pt. Choosing 
{3k ={3t (11) implies 
( "1 "1) "1 O<A 1{3k L--L*" <{3k L-(pt -Pk)<O. 
1 {3j 1 {3 j 1 {3i 
This is entirely analogous to Case 2. 
The statement in Theorem 3 is best possible in the sense that two complete multipartite 
graphs which are either both n-partite but have different numbers of points or have 
different chromatic number but have the same number of points may have the same 
spectral radius. For example consider the two integral pairs of graphs K (23), K (12, 6) and 
K(25), K(16, 4). The first two graphs are both 3~partite with A1 == 4 and the second two 
both have 10 points with A 1 == 8. 
LEMMA 3. If two non-iso~orphic n~partite graphs K == K(Pi) and K* = K(pt) with p 
points satisfy the condition L~=l (P1 - pt) ~ 0 for all i == 1, ... , n, then A1 > A r 
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PROOF. Consider the graph K' = K(PI. ... , Pi-I. Pi -1, Pi+l + 1, Pi+2, . .. ,Pn) 
obtained from K (Pi) with Pi > 1. Then the symmetric functions Ui and u: of the sequence 
of the partition numbers of K and K', respectively, are related for i = 1, ... ,n by the 
equation 
Ui = a'; + (Pi+l - Pi + 1) . Ui-2(PI. ... , Pi-I. Pi+2, ... , Pn). (12) 
By Lemma 2(b) the coefficients ofcP(K) and cP(K') are given by ai = (1- i)Ui and 
a: = (1- i)u: for i = 0, ... , n. Hence (11) implies the inequalities ai < a: < 0 for i = 
2, ... , n which means that the inequality cP(K; x) < cP(K'.; x) holds for any positive real x. 
Of course, this implies A1(K» A1(K'). The condition L:=1 (Pi -pt)::::. 0 for j = 1, . . . , n 
guarantees that we can find a sequence of graphs K, K', K", . .. such that each graph is 
obtained from the preceding one bY,subtracting 1 from a suitable chosen partition number 
and adding it to the following and the last member of this sequence is K*. 
Theorem 3 enables us to introduce a complete order relation in %(p; n). 
DEFINITION. For any two non-isomorphic n-partite graphs K and K* with P points, 
we write K > K* if A 1 (K) > A 1 (K*). Let La J be the greatest integer not exceeding the real 
number a, and r a 1 the smallest integer not less than a. 
THEOREM 4. The set %(p; n) is ordered by the spectral radii of its graphs and possesses 
the minimal element K(1 n-l, P - n + 1) and the maximal element K{lp/nJ"-r, r pin r), 
where P == r mod n. 
PROOF. The spectral radii of its graphs provide %(p; n) with an antisymmetric and 
transitive order relation>, and for K, K* E %(p; n) the equation K = K* holds if and only 
if A1(K)=A 1(K*). Consider any graph K(pi)#K(l n -t,p-n+l). For j=I, ... ,n 
we obviously have L{-1 (Pi -1)::::. 0, and thus by Lemma 3 the spectral radius of 
K (1 n-l, p - n + 1) is the smallest possible. 
On the other hand let d stand for the integer Lp/ n J or r p/ n 1, as appropriate. Then for 
any graph K(p;}#K{lp/nJ"-r, rp/nr), we have d-Pl>O, and there is some number 
mE{2, ... ,n} such that for i=I, ... ,m-l, d-Pi"'O and d-Pm<O. But d-Pm<O 
obviously implies d - Pi 0;;; 0 for i = m, ... , n, and thus L:=l d - Pi'" 0 for every 
j=I, ... ,n. Hence K(Lp/nJ"-r, rp/nr) has the greatest possible spectral radius in 
%(p; n). 
Applying Lemma 2 we can easily calculate the characteristic polynomial of K min = 
K(1 n-t, p -n + 1) and of Kmax= (lp/nJ"-r, rp/nl'). 
cP(Kmin) = x p - n (x + 1)" - 2(x 2 - (n - 2)x - (n -1)(p - n + 1)) (13) 
(14) 
In the case p == 0 mod n, i.e., r = 0 and p = PI . n, formula (14) implies the well-known 
polynomial of K(p~) which is 
(14') 
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4. ON INTEGRAL COMPLETE MULTIPARTITE GRAPHS 
We now note that Theorem 1 provides us with a criterion for K(p;) to be integral. 
COROLLARY 2. A graph K(p;) is integral if and only if 
(i) the function 1- <1>* (x ) has t -1 integerroots, 
(ii) the t -1 negative eigenvl}lues A r satisfying the inequalities of Theorem l(b) are 
integers. 
PROOF. If t -1 of the t roots of 1- <1>* (x ) are integers, then the remaining root is also 
an integer as L Ai = 0, proving (i). The second statement (ii) then follows at once. 
EXAMPLE 2. From Corollary 2(ii) we see that a graph K (Pi) cannot be integral if there 
exists any j E {2, ... , t} with Pi - PH = 1. Hence Kmax = K (lp/ n r-r, r p/ n n cannot be 
integral for r ~ O. 
On the other hand, it is immediate that K min = K(1 n-l, p - n + 1) is integral if and only if 
the quadratic expression in (13), x 2 - (n - 2)x - (n -1)(p - n + 1) has integral roots. For 
n = 3 this yields .J8p -15 = 2m + 1 for some integer m. Hence the only minimal integral 
complete tripartite graphs are K(I, 1, (m 2 + m)/2). From Theorems 3 and 4 it is clear that 
for K min, Kmax E :JC(p; n), the difference Al (Kmax) - A 1 (Kmin) is an upper bound for the total 
number of integral complete n-partite graphs with p points. 
Although we may construct other families of integral graphs K(Pi) by means of the 
preceding theorems, all integer solutions of 1- <1>* = 0 are not yet known. 
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